
Who Am IWho Am I

How to play:

1. Guess who I am.
2. That’s it – there are no more rules.
3. Why are you still reading, I said, “There are 

no more rules!”
4. Ok, that’s it. Now I’m angry. Just click 

something and start before I have to come 
over there and adjust your keyboard.

JUST FUN



Who Am I

You spread me on 
bread with jelly.
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You spread me on 
bread with jelly.

peanut butter



Who Am I

I hug to your foot. 
I am made out of 
cloth. I keep your 
feet warm.
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I hug to your foot. 
I am made out of 
cloth. I keep your 
feet warm.

socks



Who Am I

I hold you up at 
night or else you 
would fall to the 
floor.
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I hold you up at 
night or else you 
would fall to the 
floor.

your bed



Who Am I

I fly in the wind. 
I hold onto your head.
Sometimes, I feel 
bristles rubbing 
against me.
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I fly in the wind. 
I hold onto your head.
Sometimes, I feel 
bristles rubbing 
against me.

your hair



Who Am I

I appear when you 
are happy, then 
disappear when 
you are sad.
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I appear when you 
are happy, then 
disappear when 
you are sad.

your smile



Who Am I

I run.
I breathe.
And, I move when 
you talk.
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I run.
I breathe.
And, I move when 
you talk.

your nose



Who Am I

I keep you alive.
You can see me in cold 
weather, but usually I 
am invisible.

I never stop.
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I keep you alive.
You can see me in cold 
weather, but usually I 
am invisible.

I never stop.

your breath



Who Am I

I am usually found in flat, black strips of 
synthetic material. There are two 
surfaces necessary for me to operate: a 
fuzzy, soft side and a tight, curly, stiff 
side. I am used to hold things together.
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I am usually found in flat, black strips of 
synthetic material. There are two 
surfaces necessary for me to operate: a 
fuzzy, soft side and a tight, curly, stiff 
side. I am used to hold things together.

velcro



Who Am I

I am looking at people in grandstands passing 
rapidly by me. Ice is rushing by about an 
inch under me. I can hear the sound of 
scraping. I am currently holding some flaps 
of leather together by passing through many 
small circles of metal.
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I am looking at people in grandstands passing 
rapidly by me. Ice is rushing by about an 
inch under me. I can hear the sound of 
scraping. I am currently holding some flaps 
of leather together by passing through many 
small circles of metal.

A shoelace on an ice skate



Who Am I

I am hearing loud crunching. I feel wet, 
slimy, and mashed bits of something 
grinding up against me. Wait! A flood is 
about to hit me.  I’m ok. It passed. 
Now a gentle wind rushed over me from 
front to back, and then vice versa.
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I am hearing loud crunching. I feel wet, 
slimy, and mashed bits of something 
grinding up against me. Wait! A flood is 
about to hit me.  I’m ok. It passed. 
Now a gentle wind rushed over me from 
front to back, and then vice versa.

teeth



Who Am I

I don a pleasant demeanor. I travel 
extensively throughout suburban and 
urban alike. My main task is to coordinate 
production and distribution of merchandise 
in the juvenile markets to both the 
wealthy and wanting.
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I don a pleasant demeanor. I travel 
extensively throughout suburban and 
urban alike. My main task is to coordinate 
production and distribution of merchandise 
in the juvenile markets to both the 
wealthy and wanting.

Santa


